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As you know well if you’ve seen a number of “Children’s Moments” here in church, 
you never have any idea what the kids are going to say.  People have made entire 
careers out of the things that come spontaneously out of the mouths of children.   

There was a television show about seventeen years ago that was called Kids Say 
the Darndest Things, hosted by Bill Cosby.  It was a revival of a feature that had 
appeared on another show, Art Linkletter’s House Party, in the 50’s and 60’s.  The 
format was pretty simple.  The host would just ask questions of a group of kids 
between the ages of 5 and 10.  And the kids would never fail to live up to their 
billing.  The kids never failed to say “the darndest things.” 

You might be familiar with some of these things, because I see collections of them 
being shared over the Internet from time to time.  Here’s a sample on the subject 
of “Love and Marriage”: 

"Love is the most important thing in the world, but baseball is pretty good 
too." -- Greg, age 8 
 
"No one is sure why it happens, but I heard it has something to do with how 
you smell. That's why perfume and deodorant are so popular." --  Mae, age 
9 
 
"On the first date, they just tell each other lies, and that usually gets them 
interested enough to go for a second date." -- Mike, 10 
 
Finally, Jill, age 6, opines: "I'm in favor of love as long as it doesn't happen 
when Dinosaurs is on television."  

 

Oftentimes the things that kids say aren’t so funny.  Sometimes they’re thought-
provoking, bittersweet, or even disturbing, like this one from 9 year-old Anita: 
"When somebody's been dating for a while, the boy might propose to the girl. He 
says to her, 'I'll take you for a whole life, or at least until we have kids and get 
divorced.'"  Kids have a way of giving us an unfiltered view of reality that can be 
unsettling.   
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We adults have something we say when a child “says the darndest thing.” It’s kind 
of a funny saying itself: “Out of the mouths of babes…”  I did a little research to 
see if that statement ever actually had an ending, but it doesn’t.  It’s just “out of the 
mouth of babes,” followed by three dots.  The ending is different in every situation, 
but it usually involves getting a glimpse of a truth that adults would rather not 
acknowledge.  Children can unexpectedly give us some valuable, if discomfiting, 
insight into ourselves.  The prophesy from Isaiah we read this morning ends with 
this: “… and a little child will lead them.” (Isaiah 11:6)  I think it’s Isaiah’s way of 
advising us to pay attention to the things that come “out of the mouths of babes…” 

Today we read a gospel lesson from Luke about one of the most famous children 
who ever lived.  That sounds a little odd to say, mostly because we’re not used to 
thinking of him as a kid.  Every year we spend a month looking forward to his birth, 
then we celebrate the baby for a few weeks, and the next thing we know he’s 30 
years old.  People have loved to speculate what Jesus was like as a young boy.  
There are all kinds of stories, none of which have any scriptural support.  You may 
have heard about how the boy Jesus restored a dead bird to life.  I saw one story 
the other day about how another child was healed when he touched Jesus’ 
bathwater.  But in all the gospels, today’s reading is the only story we have that 
tells about Jesus as a kid.  Despite its brevity, it does clue us in to a few things 
about Jesus at the age of 12. 

First of all, he seems to have a 12-year-old’s sense of curiosity and adventure, 
coupled with a general lack of fear about venturing out in the world.  If you’ve been 
a parent you’ve seen this manifested at some point in you own child, as they begin 
to wander away from you at the mall or in the grocery store.  What Jesus does in 
today’s lesson, however, goes well beyond just deciding to leave his parent’s side 
to check out the toy section of Wal-Mart.  He and his family are in the huge city of 
Jerusalem, and the city is full to overflowing with crowds of people visiting for the 
Passover. 

I would guess that this is not the first time the boy Jesus had disappeared like this. 
I think he must have already exhibited something of an independent streak.  I say 
that because when his parents can’t find him, they aren’t immediately alarmed.  
They just assume that he is among their family and friends, and they travel a full 
day from Jerusalem before they realize that Jesus hasn’t actually come with them.  
They travel back to Jerusalem and find Jesus three days later.  If you’re counting, 
that makes five days that Jesus has been on his own, and apparently 
unconcerned about where his parents might be. 

Jesus has been in the temple courts, sitting and talking with the teachers, and 
that’s where his parents finally find him.  Luke reports that, “Everyone who heard 
him was amazed at his understanding and his answers.” (Luke 2:47)  Mary and 
Joseph are overcome with relief when they find their son, but not so overcome that 
they don’t scold him for scaring them so.  But when they ask him why he’s done 
this to them, he says the darndest thing: "Why were you searching for me?  Didn't 
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you know I had to be in my Father's house?" (Luke 2:49)  The Greek is quite open 
to interpretation here.  You may have heard that he said, “Didn’t you know that I 
had to be about my Father’s business?”  Either translation is equally correct.  Luke 
says that his parents don’t understand what he means.  What does he mean? 

A popular way of reading this story puts the main focus on Jesus revealing for the 
first time that he is no ordinary boy.  This episode shows his extraordinary insight, 
and his spiritual maturity.  And when he says “he must be in his Father’s house,” 
we learn that he is intensely devoted to God.  All that is true, of course, but I don’t 
think that is the most important reason for this story.  What I would suggest is that 
Christ is not telling us about who he is as much as he is telling us something about 
who we all are.  

Who are we?  That’s a question that we spend our lives trying to find the answer 
to.  Usually, our personal identities tend to get expressed in things like our jobs, 
our families, where we live, the style of clothes we wear, our personal skills and 
capabilities, and what kind of car we own.  If you think I’m wrong, then spend a 
second reflecting on the conversations you’ve had recently with people you’ve just 
met.  Within a few minutes you know where they work, how many children they 
have, where they live, whether they like the Giants or the Jets, and a hundred 
other things that tell you nothing about who they are. 

But what Jesus is saying is that who we really are has nothing to do with any of 
this.  Who we are has only to do with our relationship to God.  Jesus' question for 
us is, why are you searching?  Don’t you know that we must be doing our father’s 
business?  What this “babe” is saying is that our true identities are no more or less 
than who we are in the presence of God, and nothing else matters.   And when we 
can clearly understand that “who we are” is intimately connected to God’s activity 
in the world, then “what we are here for” comes into crystal-clear focus, too. 

Unbelievably, this year has almost ended, and another is upon us.  This is the time 
when people are traditionally thinking about New Year’s resolutions.  Perhaps you 
have already made some.  I have.  But there’s always room for one more on the 
list, and today’s scripture suggests a good one we can share.  We can resolve to 
let a little child lead us in the new year.  We can commit to making 2018 a year 
where we are all about doing our Father’s business.  Admittedly, it may seem a 
little too general; a little sketchy to be a really useful resolution.  So how about 
this?  Next year, you bring your commitment – we’ll work out the details together 
as we go along. 


